Complementary Products
Anti-finger Jam Seal
Finger-pinch protection devices should be installed wherever doors are accessible to children in schools, kindergartens and children day
care centres. Finger-pinch injuries in doors are a significant cause of injury and claims against liability insurance in child care situations. RP62
helps prevent fingers being jammed on the hinge side of a door. It is recommended RP62 be installed to the full height of the door/jamb
for maximum protection. This will reduce tampering and accidental deposit of toys or waste material behind the anti-finger jam seal. RP62
can be retrofitted to butt hinged or centre pivot doors and conform to the UK Workplace (Health, Safety and Welfare) Regulations 1992
Statutory Instrument 1992 No. 3004 clause 18. The RP62BW is reversible for either a brown or white finish.
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A safety strip which prevents fingers
being jammed on the hinge side of
a door. It is fixed to the door and the
jamb on the hinged side.

Seal: RP362. Black EPDM rubber.

Note: It is recommended to fit RP62
to the full height of the door/jamb
for maximum protection. For longer
lengths, butt join together.

Durability Tested to BS 8613:2017
Class 1 Finger protection devices for
pedestrian doors.
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Sizes: 2100mm.

Not to scale

Approvals

Location: Door and jamb of 0-180
degree opening butt hinged or
centre pivot doors.
Finish: Satin clear (silver) anodised
aluminium (15µm).
Fixing: Screw fix. Zinc plated, cross
recess head S.T. screws and cover
strip supplied. Fixing holes are preslotted.

RP62BW
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A safety strip which prevents fingers
being jammed on the hinge side of
a door. It is fixed to the door and the
jamb on the hinged side.

Approvals
Durability Tested to BS 8613:2017
Class 1 Finger protection devices for
pedestrian doors.
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Note: It is recommended to fit RP62BW
to the full height of the door/jamb
for maximum protection. For longer
lengths, butt join together.
RP62BW is reversible for a brown or
white finish.
Location: Door and jamb of 0-180
degree opening butt hinged or
centre pivot doors.
Finish: Satin clear (silver) anodised
aluminium (15µm).
Fixing: Screw fix. Zinc plated, cross
recess head S.T. screws and cover
strip supplied. Fixing holes are preslotted.
Seal: RP462BW. Reversible flexible
brown/white PVC rubber. Brown
and white flexible PVC cover strips
included.
Sizes: 2500mm, 2100mm.
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